
SNC 1 P1 Chemistry Exam Peview Name: A-hcuor V-ri i

cj. Word Matching

_h.. melting

j_. solution

__
sosity

sublimation

condensing

£_. malleability

compound

4 electron

atomic number

£ nucleus

mechanical mixture bindhii’L

....Q.. carbon dioxide

V

a) a gas that is frozen to make dry ice

b) a change in state from gas to solid, or from solid to gas

c) a physical property that describes how a liquid flows

d) a change in state from gas to liquid

e) the ability of a substance to be formed into shapes

f) contains the protons and the neutrons in an atom

g) contains more than one element

h) a change in state from solid to liquid

I pop (Sprite, Coke) is an example

j ) fruit loops and sand are an example

j) carries a negative charge: not in the nucleus

I the same as the number of protons in an atom

7

2. Does each of the following statements describe a physical or chemical properly?

a) Copper metal can be bent into different shapes fli o lie Cl 121 e

b) A steel blade can scratch glass koc19ecc

c) Alcohol boils at 60°C 11h5 pain-b

d) Under a magnifying glass, sugar appears to be made of tiny cubes

D)iyc I’ Cc1

3. List four clues that a chemical change has occurred:

J—

i*e(;rl47 C 4. lnect or I

c. .cnicll
4. True and False

F Combustibility is the ability of a substance to react with acids

Sugar disappearing in water is an example of a solution hoo3eb&ot& I IoS Ii cne

Raisins in Raisin Bran are an example of a solution

.ZL Tearing a piece of paper is a physical change

3.

1. Coit,ur Ci9nInc ,.‘ 2. kubi’Jes -(- acS

.LL Burning a piece of paper is a chemical change



P C
5. What type of (physical or chemical) change occurs:
a) mixing salt and pepper: Change: Why? ctin9 c -f Porhq

P IIb) burning a log: Change:
C

Why? coiowr c-kc4vjc

c)demolishing a car: Change: p Why? chan0a f shc,’.c /ibrir,

d) baking a cake: Change: Why? CoIOLtV c hon C ‘neW
bubtc o

6. Classify each of the following substances as an element, a compound, a homogeneous mixture
(solution) or a heterogeneous (mechanical) mixture. In each case, explain the reason for your
choice. hc,iL3chccU S

7
‘ Element, compound, so/ut/on or

Substance:
mechanical mixture? hc+crt

Explanation:

A cup of tea with sugar soiwh on mare -H,tin ohe ‘4+iihc

Lee ±lflC
1.lomocjeheO(4 S im,xItir

s
Neon gas

eIeen± cn type o
Ne

Salad dressing ke 4rocen coLt S con ceJ iturC
Jr&feten* pr+S

oL flleckcn1c41 imytvire
Carbon dioxide gas

C °2....
ccMroAv\d(

norc 4,n one

-cICMCV\ 1-

7. Find the number of atoms in the following compounds:

a) NaHCIO3 has oxygen atoms

c) Na NO3 has 0 hydrogen atoms

8. Complete this table

b) CO2 has oxygen atoms

d) Fe(N03)2 has 2— nitrogen atoms

helium gas

Chemical
Formula

He

Compound or
Element?

e )ccn

How many atoms
of each element?

— I

Name of Substance I Elements present

He

Calcium phosphate Ca(PO4)2 ccipoUY A Fl b 9 0

—

- 2_P

iron (II) nitrate Fe(NO3)2 cop0hcJ I 1 & I F 0

2- N

sulfur trioxide 503 Cn1p0tfl c1 s 0 i S afciv’

3 o otmi’iS



9. braw Bohr-Rutherford diagrams for the following elements. Include the standard atomic
notation of each element below,

- mass number 9
13erylium (Be) - atomic number 4

1-

0 —

10. Fill in the missing information. = Slat

Element Symbol Atomic Mass I No. of No. of No. of
Number Number Protons Neutrons Electrons

LryWurri Bc 1 9 94G 4
cw-Loh C 6 12- 13 4
SJsCOh it 22 Hf Z8—l4Nt 14

rofk1Lmfh 19 39—H=2O 1’

11. Use the combining capacities provided to

a)

compound.

Element Combining Capacity
Mg_____ 2
Br 1
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Sulfur (5)
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- atomic number 16 32-

- mass number 32
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write the name and chemical formula for each

b)
Element Combining Capacity
Ag 1
0 2

1711 CL

OxI.Jcsi I vet—




